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In the empty laundromat, Sophie yawned, wishing her laundry was ready so she could hurry home to 

bed. As she glanced up from her book, she noticed a bright, blue glow shining from inside the washing 

machine. At first she ignored the light thinking her eyes were playing tricks on her, but then she 

caught a glimpse of sock-shaped shadows swimming in the machine. 

 

Confused, Sophie glanced around hoping someone else saw it too but no one was there. Stepping 

forwards, she slowly opened the machine door and peeked inside. The water remained suspended in 

the machine as if by magic! Taking a deep breath, Sophie lunged forward, poking her head into the 

tropical, warm water. 

 

She followed a florescent, yellow sock-fish through the machine drum, past piles of fresh laundry and 

out into the vast ocean. 

Re-read my sentences for plot points 1 and 2. 
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Today we are going to write 3 
sentences for plot point 3. 

 
Re-watch Plot Point 3 from 0.51 
minutes to 1.13 minutes (click 

here) . 

https://www.literacyshed.com/something-fishy.html
https://www.literacyshed.com/something-fishy.html


Today we are going to write 3 sentences for plot 
point 3. 

Sentence 1 – a noticing sentence 
What does Sophie see inside the washing 
machine? How can we describe it? 

Sentence 2 – an action sentence 
What does Sophie do? 

Sentence 3 – a noticing sentence 
What does Sophie see around her? How can 
we describe it? 



Ideas/Word Bank My Example Sentence 

Sentence 1 – a noticing sentence  

Piles of shiny, gold coins 

towered over her whilst 

shoals of peculiar, stripy fish 

weaved between the coral 

archways.  

Let’s look at my 1st sentence for plot point 3! 



Ideas/Word Bank My Example Sentence 

Sentence 2 – an action sentence  

Treading water, Sophie 

stopped to admire the 

unusual creatures 

surrounding her.  
 

Let’s look at my 2nd sentence for plot point 3! 



Ideas/Word Bank My 3 Example Sentences 

Sentence 3 – a noticing sentence  

Small, woolly hat turtles 

with stubby legs, slowly 

drifted by. 
 

Let’s look at my 3rd sentence for plot point 3! 



Fantastics’ English Task Session 3 – Use the word banks below and my example sentences to 
write your own 3 sentences for plot point 3. You can use my sentences and just change the 
underlined skills words. 

Ideas/Word Bank My 3 Example Sentences 

Sentence 1 – a noticing sentence  

Piles of shiny, gold coins 

towered over her whilst shoals 

of peculiar, stripy fish weaved 

between the coral archways. 

Treading water, Sophie stopped 

to admire the unusual creatures 

surrounding her. Small, woolly 

hat turtles with short legs, 

slowly drifted by. 
 

Sentence 2 – an action sentence 

Sentence 3 – a noticing sentence 


